
PROGRAM TITLE TYPE SOURCE DATE(S) TIME OF AIR DURATION

Adoption - Sunscreen PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Bed Bugs - Pandemic

PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60

Big Brothers/Big Sisters PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60

Sedentary Kids

PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Texting & Driving
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Finance/Chase
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS 1:30

Values - Crosswalk PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Values - Peer Pressure PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :20

Texting & Driving - Be A Friend
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60

Social Security - Klingon 

Cranky Smile
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :10

Adoption - Handy Dad PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Finance/Chase
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60

Values - Peer Pressure PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60

Facing Meningitis - Vaccine
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Values - Peer Pressure PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :10

Adoption - Ice Cream PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Profiles - Kids Pool Safety
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Values - Classroom PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60
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Faithful Father - Dinner

PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Sedentary Kids

PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60

Big Brothers/Big Sisters - 'Start 

Something'
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Drugs - Denial

PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Med/Women & Heart Disease

PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60

Drugs - Enabling
PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :30

Med/American Paid 

Foundation PSA Recorded 1/1-3/31 VARIOUS :60



DESCRIPTION

PSA features the 'taking care' of someone aspect of choosing to adopt a child.

V/O discussing the bed bug pandemic and how important it is to eliminate the infestation 

with the use of a qualified, licensed exterminator over various scenes of everyday 

situations where bed bugs can invade.

Scenes give an encouraging perspective on the 'win/win' aspect of giving time to the Big 

Brothers/Big Sisters Program … make a difference/give back.

Scenes of a sedentary kid playing video games, 'walking his dog' by putting the dog on a 

treadmill, and calling his Grandmother from his cell phone to bring another soda to him in 

his room with V/O emphasizing how important it is to keep kids active.

Message is friends don't encourage friends to text and drive, emphasizing the 

consequences of texting and driving.

Advice on managing personal finances and cautions about the pitfalls of 'not paying 

attention' to your personal finances.

Teaching values by encouraging politeness and kindness.

Teaching values by encouraging individualism and discouraging peer pressure.

Message is friends don't encourage friends to text and drive, emphasizing the 

consequences of texting and driving.

Humorous take on the importance of planning for retirement, how social security can help 

and how to plan for retirement.

Sweet spot touting adoption through scenes with a dad who's teaching by example.

Advice on managing personal finances and cautions about the pitfalls of 'not paying 

attention' to your personal finances.

Teaching values by encouraging individualism and discouraging peer pressure.

A combination of V/O and real life victims of meningitis emphasizing how easy it is to 

prevent the tragedy of death and amputation with a simple vaccination.

Teaching values by encouraging individualism and discouraging peer pressure.

Tender moment with adoptive family sharing a trip to the ice cream parlor.

V/O with shots of parent with a child who was saved from pool drowning by door and pool 

alarms.

Teaching values through example, classroom-based examples.
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Scene of a family around the dinner table on their cell phones, texting, etc. and not 

interacting.  Slug line emphasizes how important 'staying connected is' and how dads 

especially need to be actively involved with their families.

Scenes of a sedentary kid playing video games, 'walking his dog' by putting the dog on a 

treadmill, and calling his Grandmother from his cell phone to bring another soda to him in 

his room with V/O emphasizing how important it is to keep kids active.

Scenes give an encouraging perspective on the 'win/win' aspect of giving time to the Big 

Brothers/Big Sisters Program … make a difference/give back.

This PSA emphasizes the dangers of parents ignoring the obvious signs of a dependency 

problem in their child … not dealing with issues doesn't make them go away.

Brings up the 'silent killer' aspect of heart disease in women.  'Just because you don't think 

it could happen, don't ignore the signs' … act if you suspect heart symptoms.

This PSA emphasizes the importance of parents acting if they notice obvious signs of a 

dependency problem in their child … don't enable, take charge.

Encouraging people to take a more active role in their insurance company's 

reimbursement process.  Challenge denials and follow-up on erroneous billing to prevent 

fraud.  Sponsored by the American Medical Association.


